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With all the
talent at the
College of
Engineering,
Dean Ted
Djaferis holds a
handful of aces.

DRIVEN
TO EXCEL:
OUR ACE CAMPAIGN
A M E S S A G E f ro m D e a n Te d D j a f e r i s

DONOR REPORT
In order to be good stewards
of the gifts you have given,
and in support of our campuswide effort to encourage
sustainability and recycling
practices, the UMass Amherst
College of Engineering will now
publish its Honor Roll of Donors
online at engineering.umass.
edu/donorlist. This electronic
publication recognizes those
who have given generously
to the college in fiscal year
2011. Check it out on the
college’s brand new website at
http://engineering.umass.edu.

During my past two years as dean at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst College of Engineering, one of my most enjoyable duties has been
to draw attention to the obvious excellence that exists here. What better
way to accomplish this goal than to launch a campaign? That’s precisely what
I did last October, during the first gala College of Engineering Outstanding
Junior/Senior Alumni Awards luncheon, honoring nine alumni who have been
worthy ambassadors for the college through their professional achievements,
leadership, and service to their professions, the university, and society.
On that memorable occasion, I announced our ACE Campaign, short for
“Awareness of College Excellence.” By ACE I mean that the College of
Engineering is loaded with excellent faculty, excellent research, excellent
students, and excellent alumni. In that context, we have a deck full of aces.
With those cards, you can’t lose. It is my intention in this 2011 annual report
to lay our cards on the table and show the profound record of excellence we
have established here during this past fiscal year and, by extension, our long
and storied history.

The Outstanding Junior and Senior Alumni Award recipients posing with the college dean and department heads: (from left to right) William E.
Woodburn Jr., B.S. ’56, ChE; Willard S. MacDonald, B.S. ’94, ECE; ECE Department Head Christopher Hollot; Alaina B. Hanlon, M.S. ’05, Ph.D. ’08,
MIE; ChE Department Head T. J. Lakis Mountziaris; Michael G. Hluchyj, B.S. ’76, ECE; Dean Ted Djaferis; Stéphanie Raimondeau, Ph.D. ’02, ChE;
CEE Department Head Richard Palmer; Joseph Watson, M.S. ’00, ChE; MIE Department Head Donald Fisher; David C. Jeanes, B.S. ’73, CEE;
Paul C. Washburn III, B.S. ’81, MIE.

C H E M I C A L E N G I N E E R I N G D E PA R T M E N T
Paul Dauenhauer (left) and his grad students (from left to right: Andrew Teixeira, Alex Paulsen, Luke Williams) are all out standing in their field, in which
grasses and other biomass are turned into biofuels and petrochemicals.

Fundamentally Changing the World
N O T H I N G S AY S “ E X C E L L E N C E ” B E T T E R than the meteoric impact of two young researchers in the Chemical
Engineering (ChE) Department on our world’s most extreme challenge.
“Our ability to provide fuels and chemicals in a sustainable manner for future generations presents the largest global challenge for reaction
engineering in the 21st century,” said one of our dynamic duo, Paul Dauenhauer.
The other, George Huber, has written in Scientific American that “Cellulosic biofuels—liquid fuels made from inedible
parts of plants—offer the most environmentally attractive and technologically feasible near-term alternative to oil.” He
also predicted that, if the United States maintains its commitment to biofuels over the next 15 years, the number of
vehicles powered by this so-called “grassoline” could “fundamentally change the world.”
These two researchers have backed up their far-reaching words with catalytic reactors churning out sustainable honors,
funding, and respect.
Huber, the nationally recognized “green gasoline” researcher, is considered by many to be the country’s leading expert
in the area of catalytic pyrolysis of biomass, which is a simple process to produce green gasoline and petrochemicals
from domestically available renewable biomass. Huber is also one of the most highly cited young scholars in the
chemical sciences, having been referenced some 875 times in the literature this year.
Huber published a groundbreaking article in the November 26, 2010, issue of the renowned journal Science, which reported his team’s
new method for producing high-volume chemical feedstocks, including benzene, toluene, xylenes, and olefins, from pyrolytic bio-oils or
biocrude. Huber’s new process could reduce or eliminate our reliance on fossil fuels to make industrial chemicals worth an estimated $400
billion annually. More recently, he received the esteemed Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Award.
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Among the prolific funding sources supporting Huber’s well-publicized research is a $400,000 CAREER grant from the National Science
Foundation (NSF), a $2 million grant from the NSF’s Emerging Frontiers in Science and Innovation Program, $5 million in grants from the
Department of Defense, and $500,000 from the Department of Energy.
The technology created in Huber’s laboratory is moving quickly towards commercialization through New York–based Anellotech Company,
which has exclusive global rights to his patent-pending catalytic fast pyrolysis technology for turning sawdust, woody stalks, and other
waste biomass into gasoline, diesel fuel, heating oil, and valuable chemical commodities.
Not to be outdone, Dauenhauer was awarded three ultra-competitive grants in the space of a few weeks this spring. Those grants will
literally act as a million-dollar catalyst for his research into industrializing the reaction engineering processes for producing economical
fuels and chemicals from biomass. He got an $800,000 Early Career Award in Basic Energy Sciences from the U.S. Department of Energy,
a $150,000 grant from the 2011 Northeast Sun Grant Initiative Competitive Grants Program, and a 3M Nontenured Faculty Award.
All these highly funded research projects are spinoffs from Dauenhauer’s research into a new method of “gasification” for converting
biofuel feedstock into sustainable fuel, which, according to MIT’s Technology Review, could have a “profound” effect on the chemical
industry. His gasification process would not only greatly reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but double the amount of fuel that can be
made from an acre of biomass feedstock.

Tip of the Iceberg
T H E W O R K of Huber and Dauenhauer is only the tip of one very excellent iceberg floated
by the ChE department this year.
One of the college’s longtime models of excellence, Peter Monson, reached two historic
landmarks. First, he was selected by the university board of trustees as the Distinguished Professor
of Chemical Engineering, and later he was appointed to the Piercy Visiting Professorship from
the Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science at the University of Minnesota.
Another honorific faculty member is Jeffrey Davis, who was selected by the university as one
of the eight “nationally acclaimed faculty members” presented with the Award for Outstanding
Accomplishments in Research and Creative Activity at the Sixth Annual Faculty Convocation.
In his relatively brief time here, Davis has received an NSF CAREER Award, a 3M Nontenured
Faculty Award, a Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Award, a Lilly Teaching Fellowship, and the
College of Engineering Outstanding Teacher Award.

Stéphanie Raimondeau was one of the
Outstanding Junior Alumni Award winners.

In other highlights of the year, Associate Professor Neil Forbes published a review titled
“Engineering the perfect (bacterial) cancer therapy” in the November 2010 (Vol. 10, No. 11)
edition of the influential publication Nature Reviews (Cancer). Professors Surita Bhatia and Susan
Roberts developed the only moist dressing ever conceived that showers wounds with oxygen to
promote healing and foster the formation of healthy new tissue.

One offshoot of having excellent faculty, as demonstrated above, is first-rate students. Here are just a few of them. Senior chemical
engineering student Niva Ran was the lead author of a cover story titled “Organic single-crystal lawns” in Materials Today about the
nanoscopic crystallization of vertically grown diketopyrrolopyrrole nanowires that, under a scanning electron microscope, “have a stunning
resemblance to grass.” The American Institute of Chemical Engineers chose Chris Lowe (’12 ChE) to serve as the chair of its Executive
Student Committee. Graduate student Sumeet C. Pandey won an award from the Computational Molecular Science and Engineering
Forum of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, recognizing excellence in research by graduate students.
As in any highly decorated college department, the alumni and their accomplishments
are the jewels in the crown. Of the hundreds of respected graduates from the
department, four were singled out for recognition this year. Two alumni received
the college’s Outstanding Junior Alumni Awards: Dr. Stéphanie Raimondeau (Ph.D.
’02), who is currently an engineer associate with ExxonMobil, and her husband,
Joseph Watson (M.S. ’00), a senior chemical engineer with Eastern Research Group
Inc. The 2010 Outstanding Senior Alumni Award winner was William E. Woodburn
Jr. (B.S. ’56), the retired area director for Pratt & Whitney’s Western and Eastern
Europe division. Finally, alumnus Dr. John Finn (Ph.D. ’90), the co-founder and vice
president for technology infrastructure at Bloom Energy of Sunnyvale, California,
delivered the 11th annual Tang Lecture.
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Niva Ran’s cover story on “organic single-crystal lawns” was as
smooth, neat, and true as a freshly mowed putting green.

A River Runs Through It
I N T H E B R AV E N E W W O R L D of runaway climate, there is one key danger for professionals who operate the dams on major
rivers such as the Connecticut. Traditional water-management rules are becoming more obsolete than the stable climate we had in
the mid-20th century, when many of those rules were created. That’s the basic issue behind the dovetailing research of Civil and
Environmental Engineering (CEE) Department Head Richard Palmer and faculty members David Ahlfeld and Casey Brown.
These researchers have undertaken a mission of almost epic proportions: bringing the outdated management of the Connecticut, perhaps
the most highly dammed river in America, into the 21st century in a way that best cultivates all the hydropower, flood-control, drinking
water, recreation, and wildlife in the whole basin.

C I V I L A N D E N V I R O N M E N TA L E N G I N E E R I N G D E PA R T M E N T

When it comes to Casey Brown’s award-winning research, a river runs through it.

“The crux of the issue is that the traditional approach in water resources management is based on the assumption of a stationary climate,”
explains Brown. Now that assumption is fading faster than the melting polar icecaps.
New England’s longest river contains a drainage basin of 11,250 miles, an infrastructure of some 4,000 dams used for everything from
hydropower to flood control, and the drinking reservoirs for Boston, Springfield, Hartford, and other major cities. In addition, it is home to
an incredible array of ecosystems and threatened species.
It is also home to the work of environmental engineer Brown, who is using the Connecticut as a 407-mile laboratory to develop sophisticated
computer simulation models, which will provide water resource managers everywhere with revolutionary guidelines for controlling river
basins in lieu of climate change. Brown is involved in several projects on the Connecticut, including a prestigious new $419,000 grant from
the NSF CAREER program.
Brown observes that the Connecticut River basin is the ideal laboratory for developing these computer simulations. The Connecticut is
a microcosm swarming with all the issues of most major river systems, including flood risk, water use, and threatened species. Brown’s
simulations and guidelines therefore represent an innovative new approach to water resource management, one that can be used all over
a world whose climate seems to be reinventing itself year by year and day by day.
Brown will also bring his simulation models to a $350,000 project funded by The Nature Conservancy, in collaboration with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and U.S. Geological Survey. “The goal,” says Palmer, the lead UMass researcher on that project, “is to come up with
new and innovative operating policies to better manage the river and its flows.”
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Systems Engineer Ahlfeld is in charge of the so-called “optimization models,” which in this case create progressive, up-to-date rules for
managing the river ecosystem in the best and most natural way for all the wildlife species in and around it. “The basic question we’re trying
to answer is this,” explains Ahlfeld. “Is it possible to operate the 75 largest dams on the Connecticut and its tributaries in such a way as
to continue meeting their intended purposes but also return some of the original ecosystem function?”
Another project, funded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, will be working with the people who operate the
infrastructure of the Connecticut River basin to come up with ways to improve how climate information is presented, so they can benefit
much more effectively from it.
“The NOAA funding will also allow us to build up this community of water managers so we can communicate our results to them and apply
our research immediately,” says Brown.
To realize the excellence of our CEE department, just gaze for a while upon this lovely and serene river, which runs through our midst and
so enhances the quality of life in what is rightfully known as Happy Valley.

Such Stuff as
Dreams Are Made on
T H E A C C O M P L I S H M E N T S of the CEE department this year
amount to what the Bard called “Such stuff as dreams are made on.”
Students annually reflect the brilliance of the CEE department by
spearheading the Concrete Canoe, the Steel Bridge, and the Seismic Design
teams. But few students do all three, like Saranthip Rattanaserikiat. She has
also served as the vice-president of the student chapter for the American
Society of Civil Engineers, completed the college’s engineering management
minor, did student research on a reactor to “eat” dangerous perchlorate
in drinking water, and performed a study on material characterization in
composite wood samples. No wonder she was chosen to receive one of 11
21st Century Leader Awards given by the UMass Amherst Alumni Association
to graduating seniors who have demonstrated exemplary standards of
achievement, initiative, and social awareness. Dreams, indeed.

Showing the love, Assistant Dean Kathy Rubin (left) embraces the
excellence of 21st Century Leader Saranthip Rattanaserikiat.

In a close encounter of the humanitarian kind, a dedicated team of students
from the campus chapter of Engineers Without Borders designed a do-ityourself water pump for the settlement of Divisão in the Brazilian Amazon
and taught community members how to put together the device using
indigenous materials. The simple mechanism, which can be easily constructed
from inexpensive PVC and rubber, is engineered to pump clean spring water
for many of the 280 households in the area.

In other student highlights from the year, undergrad Brian Post was the recipient
of the 2010 Steve L. and Pamela C. Massie Undergraduate Scholarship through the
Associated General Contractors of America. He was one of only two students from
Massachusetts who received the award. Moreover, CEE major Daniel Abrams won
a very competitive scholarship from the William F. Field Alumni Scholars Program,
established by the UMass Amherst Alumni Association to honor third-year students
for their academic achievements.
The CEE department honored two of its own this year by giving special awards to
a couple of deserving alumni. David C. Jeanes (B.S. ’73), retired president of the
Steel Market Development Institute, was honored October 16 with the College
of Engineering’s 2010 Outstanding Senior Alumni Award. Prabhjeet Raj Singh
(M.S. ’01), vice president of Infinity Engineering Group Ltd. of North Vancouver,
British Columbia, was on campus in late March to accept his Outstanding Junior
Alumni Award.
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Dean Ted Djaferis (right) presents the Outstanding Junior
Alumni Award to Prabhjeet Raj Singh, with his family.

Jumping to Brilliant Conclusions
D U R I N G T H E 2 0 1 1 F I S C A L Y E A R , the students in the Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) Department unfurled a
banner of excellence over the College of Engineering by taking the knowledge imparted by their professors and running with it. In
fact, one of them actually ran, jumped, and vaulted with it.
That would be senior pole-vaulter Sean Busch, who was named by the Atlantic 10 Athletic Conference as its Student-Athlete of the Year
for track and field and made the Academic All-Conference Team. He earned those honors by holding down an impressive 3.7 GPA in
the extremely demanding electrical engineering major while shattering the university record in the extremely challenging pole vault by
clearing the magic 16-foot barrier.

E L E C T R I C A L A N D C O M P U T E R E N G I N E E R I N G D E PA R T M E N T

Pole-vaulter Sean Busch has raised the bar for scholar-athletes.

“The pole vault is an incredibly difficult event,” Busch says. “Every time you compete you want to set a personal record, but that’s not going
to happen. The mechanics are so demanding. It takes years to develop good enough mechanics to compete at even a high school level.
And it’s very disconcerting to be in that upside-down position before you vault toward the bar. The event is all about muscle memory.”
The same kind of balance that helps Sean hover upside down for a tantalizing moment—poised at the slingshot end of a curving, 16-footlong, fiberglass pole just before being catapulted over the bar—also helps him balance the rest of his life. When asked about all his honors,
Busch just shrugs his shoulders. “I just showed up for practice,” he says with typical modesty.
Other ECE students also vaulted onto the scene in April, when the department held two forums for displaying creativity, invention,
knowledge, and teamwork: the annual Senior Design Project Day and the Circuits and Codes event. Both can be described as celebrations
“of technology, engineering, science, mathematics, creativity, and the students who are designing the future.”
Among the many inventions on display during these sneak previews of the future were a fully automated, user-controlled robot, an electric
go-cart made out of junked parts, a Weed Warrior that roams the yard slaying wicked dandelions, a Mechanical Autonomous Robot
Companion, and a lifesaving device to help doctors remotely monitor the vital signs of geriatric patients in their homes.
In other student news, junior computer systems engineering major To Chong won a William F. Field Scholarship, Ph.D. student Steve
Holland won first place in the student paper competition at the Antenna Applications Symposium, and doctoral candidate Pritish
Narayanan received the Best Student Paper Award at the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) International Symposium
on Defect and Fault Tolerance in Very Large-Scale Integration Systems.
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Electronic Signposts and
Other Perfections
I M A G I N E B E I N G B L I N D F O L D E D and then turned loose, on your
own, to navigate a large, strange building you’ve never entered before. It
would be like being on one of those mean-spirited reality TV shows. Yet
that’s precisely the predicament encountered by many of the 161 million
people worldwide who suffer from vision impairment.
Now an electronic system called PERCEPT, being developed by Professor Aura
Ganz, will allow visually impaired individuals to navigate unfamiliar buildings
with ease. PERCEPT, being funded with a $380,000 grant from the National
Institutes of Health/National Eye Institute, is generated using Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags placed throughout a building as audio landmarks.
When a visually impaired visitor tunes into these “electronic signposts” with his
or her RFID reading device, the system feeds back verbal instructions.

Professor Aura Ganz (shown here with Ph.D. student
Xunyi Yu and Systems Engineer James Schafer) has
invented a “seeing-eye building directory” that gives
visually impaired visitors “electronic signposts” to
lead them where they want to go.

Two ECE faculty members published groundbreaking textbooks this year.
McGraw Hill has published Nanoscale CMOS VLSI Circuits: Design for
Manufacturability, written by Sandip Kundu and his Ph.D. student, Aswin Sreedhar. This detailed guide offers proven methods for
optimizing circuit designs to increase the yield, reliability, and manufacturability of products and mitigate defects and failure. Tilman Wolf
co-authored Architecture of Network Systems, part of the Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Architecture and Design. One expert
calls it “the most comprehensive book on network systems.”
Professors Wayne Burleson and Dennis Goeckel were elevated to the status of Fellow by the IEEE. Burleson was cited “for contributions
to integrated circuit design and signal processing” and Goeckel for “contributions to wireless communication systems and networks.”
Professor Lixin Gao, who became an IEEE Fellow in 2009, was one of the “nationally acclaimed faculty members” presented with the
Award for Outstanding Accomplishments in Research and Creative Activity at the Sixth Annual Faculty Convocation on campus. In other
faculty highlights, a paper co-authored by Associate Professor Do-Hoon Kwon was selected by the IEEE to receive the organization’s
inaugural Antennas and Propagation Edward E. Altshuler Prize Paper Award.

The ECE department also honored two special alumni this year. Michael G. Hluchyj (B.S. ’76), chief technology officer for Verivue Inc. of
Westford, Massachusetts, and owner of 29 U.S. patents, was selected as a College of Engineering Senior Alumni Award winner. Willard S.
MacDonald (B.S. ’94, M.S. ’96), president and CEO of Solmetric Corporation, was chosen as a Junior Alumni Award winner.
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Floating Brilliant Ideas
T H E R E S E A R C H E R S A N D S T U D E N T S in the Mechanical and Industrial Engineering (MIE) Department are in the business
of creating our future, one invention at a time.
For example, faculty member Matthew Lackner is working on floating wind turbines, a cutting-edge technology that, according to MIT’s
prestigious Technology Review, “could hold the key to exploiting” the powerful offshore winds blowing steadily off the Northeastern
coast. In order to turn that key, Lackner has been working on clever, innovative devices such as “smart rotors” and “tuned vibration
absorbers,” which reduce the severe stress placed on the working parts of floating turbines and could go a long way toward making these
systems economically feasible.

M E C H A N I C A L A N D I N D U S T R I A L E N G I N E E R I N G D E PA R T M E N T

When it comes to sustainable energy, Matthew Lackner believes that the answer, my friend, is blowing in the wind.

If properly engineered, such floating turbines, which can be anchored out of sight far out to sea, could prove the only viable alternative
for wind energy in New England. “I believe the barriers to using floating turbines can be toppled by innovative engineering solutions,”
observes Lackner, “and that’s what I’m trying to do.”
Jenna Marquard, who became a Lily Fellow this year, is pushing all the right buttons to deal with “white coat syndrome.” Many people
get stressed out when they visit their doctors, which makes their blood pressure go sky-high. White coat syndrome is only one reason why
care for diabetics with high blood pressure is described as “woefully inadequate”—especially since two-thirds of diabetics suffer from
high blood pressure, and their medication is based on intermittent office visits. To address this dangerous problem, Marquard is a key
researcher in an almost $2-million project supported by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, a federal organization affiliated
with the National Institutes of Health.
Her research is on the effectiveness of a low-cost technology that allows diabetics to test their blood pressure in the comfort of home and
then send those readings automatically to nurses so their medication can be adjusted as frequently as needed. “They just have to plug it
in,” says Marquard.
Professor Yossi Chait deals with a similar problem. Anyone on dialysis knows the ravages of uncontrolled anemia: severe fatigue,
hospitalization, and, in extreme cases, death. Chait’s team is collaborating with a leading kidney specialist at Baystate Medical Center in
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Springfield to design more effective protocols for dosing a key drug used for controlling anemia in dialysis patients.
Frank Sup, a new faculty member, has spent five years developing a next-generation lower-limb prosthesis. The device is an example of
“wearable robotics,” in which the knee and ankle joints are battery powered and guided by sensors that help the device adjust continually
to terrains, slopes, and steps. It has been tested by amputees both in the field and in the lab.
“We basically built a two-joint robot that’s rigidly attached to someone and provides mobility by sensing how he or she physically interacts
with it,” explains Sup.
The department was also represented by a number of faculty members who accumulated impressive awards and other honors. Researchers
led by MIE Department Head Don Fisher received the 2010 Liberty Mutual Award for their scientific paper “Can Younger Drivers
Be Trained to Scan for Information That Will Reduce Their Risk in Roadway Traffic Scenarios That Are Hard to Identify as Hazardous?”
Professor Sundar Krishnamurty was elevated to Fellow in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Stephen Malkin, Distinguished
Professor Emeritus, received an honorary doctorate degree from J. E. Purkyně University in the Czech Republic in “recognition of his
accomplishments in machining and particularly in grinding theory and the application of grinding methods.”
Professor David Schmidt collaborated on a project with Sheila Patek of the Biology Department and MIE’s Yahya Modarres-Sadeghi.
Titled “The Evolution of Cavitation in Biological Systems and Biologically-inspired Design,” it got an award from the Armstrong Fund for
Science, established by John and Elizabeth Armstrong to support research with a significant likelihood of major science or engineering
impact. Meantime, Stephen de Bruyn Kops won the Defense Meritorious Service Medal from the Society of Defense.

Faster Than a
Speeding Pike!
T H E R E S E A R C H O F O U R FA C U LT Y M E M B E R S often helps
to launch the engineering careers of their students. Such was the case when
Modarres-Sadeghi asked his student Chengcheng “Charlie” Feng to build
a mechanical fish that could mimic the world’s fastest escape artist. When
attacked, the pike does a lightning-fast jackknife, generating a remarkable
25 Gs of acceleration for a tenth of a second—more than three times that of
an Apollo launch and faster than any manmade vehicle. In order to study this
amazing reflex action, Feng used his summer research to build a robotic fish,
which can accurately mimic the escape mechanism of a pike.

Chengcheng “Charlie” Feng holds his model of a pike, a fishy
Houdini capable of escaping from predators at a remarkable
25 Gs, faster than any manmade vehicle.

Other MIE students were accelerating their careers even faster than Feng’s
robot fish while leaving a wake of academic honors. Carlo Domaoan received
a William F. Field Scholarship from the Alumni Association. Caitlin Bogdan
was recognized at the May 2011 Commencement as a 21st Century Scholar,
and she and Xiaoliang Yao won the Alumni Association’s Senior Leadership
Awards. Joseph Bliss was recognized as a Jack Welch Scholar, while Sue Cox
earned an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, and undergrad Majdouline
Touil received a Verizon WAVE Scholarship.

MIE alumni were in the news, too. Paul C. Washburn III (B.S. ’81),
whose 30-year career includes working for Digital Equipment
Corporation, Quantum Corporation, Maxtor Corporation,
and Seagate Technology LLC, won a College of Engineering
Outstanding Senior Alumni Award. In addition, Alaina B. Hanlon
(M.S. ’05, Ph.D. ’08), president and CEO of PhenotypeIT Inc. of
Boston, won an Outstanding Junior Alumni Award.
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Majdouline Touil was in the first wave of 2011 MIE grads breaking
on new ground after receiving a Verizon WAVE Scholarship.

The NUMBERS
FUNDING SOURCES (26.1M)
RESEARCH EXPENDITURES FY11

◼ Federal 67%
◼ Industrial 8%
◼ State & Local 15%
◼ Other 10%

TOTAL COLLEGE EXPENDITURES
FY11 (45.5M)

TOTAL COLLEGE REVENUE
SOURCES FY11 (45.5M)

◼ Current Gifts 3%
◼ Fee Income/Misc. Revenue 4%
◼ Industry/Private/Other Grants 10%
◼ State/GOF/RTF 36%
◼ Federal/State/Local Grants 47%

FY11 College Numbers
Faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
Undergraduate Enrollment . . . . . . 1,575
Graduate Enrollment. . . . . . . . . . . . 475
B.S. Degrees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .260
M.S. Degrees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
Ph.D. Degrees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

FY11 Research
Expenditures by
Department
CHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,757,976

◼ Information Technology 1%
◼ Equipment/Leases 2%
◼ Supplies/Maintenance 3.5%
◼ Admin/Tvl/Postage 4.5%

◼ Scholarships/Fellowships 5.5%
◼ Overhead 13%
◼ Student Support 15%
◼ Salaries/Fringe 55.5%

CEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5,856,028
ECE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10,788,278
MIE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,506,665
DEAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195,549
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ALL THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
inside this annual report show our
engineers hard at work, fundamentally
changing the world.
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